Mercian Road Rally
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18th & 19th September 2021
Regulations

© M & H Photography

EMAMC, ANEMMC
Road Rally Championships 2021

Organised by
Mercia Motor Sports
http://www.mercianrally.co.uk

We are again supporting Warwickshire & Northamptonshire Air Ambulance and ask
for your support by including a donation with your entry. A collection bucket will
also be available at signing-on.

Past Winners
Modern

Historic

2000

Ian Ross / Steve Coupland

Matthew Collier / Paul Doe

2001

Tobias Adam / Pat Gadsby

Ted Manktelow / John Evans

2002

Graham Nunn / Paul Nelson

Ted Manktelow / John Evans

2003

John Haden / Roger Hage

Matthew Collier / Paul Doe

2004

John Haden / Roger Hage

Dick Appleton / Mark Appleton

2005

Ian Ainsworth / Paul Taylor

Wes Masson / Shon Gosling

2006

Guy Robinson / Charles Wheeldon

Andy Nixon / John Tubman

2007

Nick Toplis / Sam Collis

James Carter / Jonathan Stockdale

2008

Nick Toplis / Sam Collis

no winner

2009

Nick Toplis / Sam Collis

no winner

2010

Adam Gardner / Ingo Jahn

Michael Hunter / Paul Darch

2011

Adrian Green / Ian Gibbins

no winner

2012

Derek Newbould / James Newbould

Clive Baty / Richard Crozier

2013

Adrian Green / Ian Gibbins

no winner

2014

Event not run
Nat B: G Robinson / C Wheeldon
Clubmans: A Madge / Matt Cooper
Nat B: M Betts / G Evans
Clubmans: J Neumeister / R Drydale
Nat B: Martin Betts / Sasha Heriot
Clubmans: Steve Massey / John Lord
Event not run
Nat B: Richard Hunter / Cath Woodman
Clubmans: Jens Neumeister / Richard Drydale
Event not run
Interclub: you?
Clubmans: you?

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

no winner
no winner
Chris Valentine / Chris Thorley

G.B. RALLY PREP Mercian Road Rally
Mercia Motor Sports
Welcome to the 2021 GB RALLY PREP Mercian Road Rally.
Mercia Motor Sports would like to thank our title sponsor GB RALLY PREP for sponsoring the event,
Woodford United FC for use of their premises as the Start & Finish venue and Kevin Cooper for the
Scrutineering venue.
This year’s event continues to be part of the EMAMC and ANEMMC Road Rally Championships. As
we have continued to receive good feedback from the last few events and been awarded the best
event trophy in both the 2016 EMAMC and 2009 AWMMC championships, we are continuing with
straightforward navigation. For those without a National ‘B’ licence there is also a Clubman’s event.
The route will start and finish at Woodford United FC in Woodford Halse (Map Ref. 152/544531)
and be of approximately 130 miles on maps 151 & 152 including 8 miles of unsurfaced whites.
There will be classes for experts, novices and awards for historic cars. Only vehicles conforming to
the Motorsport UK road rally technical regulations will be allowed to start.
We look forward to receiving your entry and to seeing you at the start on the night. If you are unable
to compete then please come and marshal.
For the latest information, please see
www.mercianrally.co.uk.
Adam Rubidge – Clerk of the Course

Acknowledgements
The organisers wish to thank:
All advertisers – please use them if you can
GB RALLY PREP
Woodford United Football Club
Kevin Cooper
M & H Photography
Sapphire Solutions RallyAppLive
Motorsport UK
The Chief Constables & RLOs of Northamptonshire / Oxfordshire / Warwickshire
All Residents & Farmers “en route” and the National Farmers Union
All Officials & Marshals

Supplementary Regulations
1. Announcement
Mercia Motor Sports will organise a dual permit Interclub & Clubmans Navigational Rally on the
19th and 20th September 2021, namely the GB RALLY PREP Mercian Road Rally & Mercian
Clubmans Rally.
The event will start and finish at Woodford United FC, Byfield Rd, Woodford Halse, Daventry. NN11
3PZ.
The Interclub event is a round of the following road rally championships:
Clubman Motorsport EMAMC ROAD RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP 2021 Permit No. 23/2021
The Drury Deliveries ANEMMC Road Rally Championship 2021 Permit No. 6/2021

2. Jurisdiction
a) The event is held under the General Regulations of the Motorsport UK (incorporating the
provisions of the International Sporting Code of the FIA).
b) These Supplementary Regulations.
c) Final Instructions, having the same force as these regulations.
d) Any written instructions the organising club may issue for the event.

3. Authorisation
Motorsport UK Event Reference Number
D.o.E. Permit Number
Interclub Permit Number
Clubmans Permit Number

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

4. COVID-19
• The event will be run in a COVID-19 aware manner to the latest UK Government and MSUK
guidelines.
• Social Distancing will be observed.
• Competitors should withdraw their entry if they have experienced any COVID-19 symptoms
within 10 days prior to the event.
• All pre and post event paperwork will be electronic.
• Fees are by bank transfer or cheque.
• Scrutineering will be by pre-event declaration. Visual inspections only will be made on the
night.
• The number of manned controls has been reduced minimising the quantity of paperwork
being exchanged.

5. Timing
The event will use Sapphire Solutions RallyAppLive to calculate times and results. You will need
RallyAppLive on a smart phone to compete in the event.
RallyAppLive is free and available for download on the App Stores.
It is the competitor’s responsibility to ensure RallyAppLive works on their individual phones and is
up to date prior to the event.
The smartphone must be securely mounted within the car in such a way that it is within easy reach
of the Navigator while strapped in. Securing the smartphone to the map board would be acceptable.

6. Eligibility
The Interclub event is open to all members of member clubs of the following: Association of North East Midland Motor Clubs (ANEMMC)
East Midlands Association of Motor Clubs (EMAMC)
Association of West Midlands Motor Clubs (AWMMC)
The Clubmans event is open to members of the organising club and the following invited clubs:Blackbird Auto Club
Kettering & District Car Club
Mid Derbyshire Motor Club
Owen Motoring Club
Basingstoke Motor Club
Cannock and District Car Club
South Oxon Car Club

Chelmsford Car Club
Boundless by CSMA
Loughborough Car Club
Matlock Motor Club
Redditch & District Car Club
Oxford Motor Club

and other invited clubs to a maximum of 15. Contact us if your Club would like an invite.

7. Licences
All participants must hold a current Motorsports UK Competition Licence. For the Interclub event,
a MSUK Interclub licence or higher is required. For the Clubmans event, a RS Clubmans licence or
higher is required. The RS Clubman licence is free and can be applied for online.
All drivers and navigators must also have a valid Club Membership Card for the event, copies of
which must be emailed to the entries secretary after confirmation of your entry.

8. Event Programme
Noise Test and Scrutineering times and location will be advised in the Final Instructions. Signing-on
will be online.
Cars must be taxed and insured for use on the public highway. Tax and MOT certificates (where
applicable) will be checked on-line 5 days prior to the event.
Any Competitor who fails to complete noise, scrutineering and signing-on by 22:00 may be
disqualified.
The first car will start at approximately 23:15 on Saturday 18th September 2021, and finish at
approximately 06:30 on Sunday 19th September 2021. Cars will leave the start at one-minute
intervals.

9. Classes
Interclub:
Class A. Expert
Class B. Novice

- Neither member of the crew can be classified as a Novice.
- Neither member of the crew has ever been placed in the top ten O/A on
an Interclub status road rally/navigational rally.

Clubman’s:
Class C. Expert
Class D. Novice

- Neither member of the crew can be classified as a Novice.
- Neither member of the crew has ever been placed in the top fifteen O/A
on a Interclub status road rally/navigational rally or won a 12 car rally.

Classes relate to results obtained in the last 5 years for the capacity entered, i.e. it is perfectly
acceptable for a driver classified as an expert to enter the event as a novice navigator, or vice versa.
Crews will remain in the class entered as at the official acknowledgement date unless they wish to
move up a class, i.e. a crew may remain in the class entered even if they obtain a better result
between the acknowledgement date and the event date.
Every entry will be checked, and any containing false or incorrect statements shall be null and void.
The entry fee will be forfeited in accordance with D19.

10. Route
The route will be on O.S. maps 151 (Feb. 2016) & 152 (Feb 2016), 1:50,000 series.
The total mileage will be approximately 130 miles with approximately 8 miles on unsurfaced roads.
The event will contain sections on the public road timed to an accuracy of less than one minute.
Sump guards, whilst not absolutely necessary, may be advisable for those who wish to be fully
competitive.
NOTE: The use of pace-notes is NOT permitted nor map markings except as permitted by R9.1.6.
NOTE: Due to spectator related problems, any competitor found to be divulging route information
to non-competitors will be disqualified.

11. Route Instructions
The route will be defined by simple navigation techniques, in line with EMAMC guidelines.
The location of Main Time Controls, blackspots and re-join points will be issued at signing on. Route
instruction points and some route instructions will be issued at the first Main Time Control with
further route instructions supplied along the route. These documents will allow the competitor to
comply with R2.3.2 and R14.
The organisers times and mileages shall be deemed to be correct.
Control, Code, No, Quiet, Quiet , Dip, Dip boards and direction arrows displayed along the
route will be mandatory. “Care” boards may be used but are not mandatory. Specimens will be
on display at the start.

12. Penalties
The Time Penalty System for a Scheduled Timed event from Section R Appendix 1. Chart 13 (Blue
Book page 343) applies except as modified below:
e) Arrival before scheduled time at the end of a Standard or Transport
Section.
p) Use of Satnav. Use of in car camera equipment R7.2.9.
r) Failure to follow the instructions of an official.

2 minutes per
minute.
Disqualified
Disqualified

And with the following additions to Chart 13:
v) Failing to observe requirements of a Quiet Zone or use of auxiliary
lighting within a Neutral Section R18.5.6.

Disqualified

w) Entering a Black Spot or passing a NO board.

Disqualified

x) Conveying route information to spectators.

Disqualified

y) Not reporting at a required Secret Check.

5 minutes

Penalty notes:
The organisers reserve the right, force majeure notwithstanding, to cancel any section or
delete/reduce penalties from the results where they deem it fairer to do so.

13. Additional Information
Black Spots are out of bounds areas and must not be entered under any circumstances.
Competitors found to have entered such areas will be disqualified.

14. Fuel
Competitors are advised to have sufficient petrol to travel approximately 85 miles. Petrol will be
available at Five Ways Service Station, Byfield until 10pm and at the official petrol halt.

15. Identification
Rally packs will be issued at signing-on and contain Timecards, Rally Plates and information
regarding black spots.
Cars will be identified by two rally plates (R6.1.1). These must be fixed to or near the nearside
(navigator) back window and to the rear of the car. They must be removed on completion of the
event or upon retirement.

16. General Regulations
To conform to both EMAMC championship regulations and Motorsport UK regulations for events
using private land, all vehicles must conform fully to R18 Road Rally / R19 Historic Road Rally
technical regulations as appropriate, including R18.6.5 spill kit.
Therefore, vehicles must conform fully to all the same regulations as would apply under a Road Rally
permit. Conforming to R16.1.7 only is not sufficient for this event.
All other General Regulations of the Motorsport UK including J & R18 apply as written, except for
the following which are modified as follows: R6.3

R11.1.4

Any notice displayed at the start or “en route” bearing the signature of the Clerk of the
Course or Secretary of the Meeting will have the same authority as these A.S.R’s. It is
the competitor’s responsibility to note any information displayed at the start.
The Rally Pack shall clearly indicate the information the organisers require to be
recorded and the places at which these records will be made.
Timecards will be for the competitors use only

R11.1.5

Timecards will be for the competitors use only

R2.3.3

Secret Checks may be established without prior notice, e.g. Give Ways, map check,
technical regulations, route compliance etc.
Controls will open 15 minutes before the scheduled time of car 0.
Maximum permitted lateness (OTL) is 30mins 59secs at all time controls extended to
45mins 59secs at the final Main Time Control. The OTL for each time control will not

R14

R11.1
R12.2.7

be shown on the timecard. Competitors may be required to reduce lateness at certain
locations en route (R 12.6).

17. Timing & Controls
The timecards issued are to be completed by the competitors and handed in at the finish. The
timecards will only be used in the event of a query.
The event will be run to the Schedule Time Method using RallyAppLive.
Controls must be visited in the order specified on the route cards.
Controls may be manned or unmanned. If a timed control is manned, the marshal will record the
time on their phone and display it for the competitor’s benefit. If the control is unmanned, on
entering the control area, the time will be displayed on the competitor’s phone which they must
acknowledge unless waiting for a later time.
Any controls visited out of order will be deemed not to have been visited. Manned controls/checks
will have an approach warning board approximately 50 metres before on the correct direction of
approach. Some controls/checks, for example not as map triangles etc. will have a smaller control
area of 3 metres specified.
Time Make Up in accordance with R12.7 under the three-quarter rule will be allowed but only as
indicated on the timecard.
There will be eight types of control or check:
1. Main Time Controls (MTC) - where the timing will be to the minute. No time penalty will
apply for late arrival except for adding towards maximum lateness.
MTCs will be manned.
2. Standard Time Controls (STC) - sited at the end of standard sections where the timing will be
to the minute. A penalty will be applied for late arrival. Time make-up is limited to the
amount shown on the timecard.
STCs may be manned or unmanned. If unmanned, the competitor must wait for 2 seconds at
the control for the time to be recorded.
3. a) Passage Controls (PC) - These will be unmanned. Passage controls will consist of a Code
Board. The Code will match one of the codes displayed on the App. It is the competitors
responsibility to ensure the correct code is selected on the App. Competitors will be required
to be stationary for a minimum of 2 seconds at a Passage Control
b) Route Checks (RC) - These will be unmanned. Route Checks ensure the correct route is
being taken. Route Checks are automatic, no further action is required by the competitor.
4. Secret Check Controls (SC) - these will be established at various points to check compliance
with the route, give ways, noise, technical regulations, maps, etc.
Secret checks will be manned.
5. Neutral Time Controls (NTC) - sited at the end of neutral sections used to take the rally
through P.R. sensitive or densely populated areas where the timing will be to the minute.
They are timed at a low average speed. These sections must be driven in the highest possible
gear. Competitors who are judged to be making excessive noise or using auxiliary lighting in
Neutral Sections will be disqualified from the event. No time penalty will apply for late arrival
except for adding towards maximum lateness. Time make-up is not allowed.
NTC may be manned or unmanned. If unmanned, competitors are responsible for waiting and
selecting their correct start time.

6. Transport Time Controls (TTC) – sited at the end of sections used to transport competitors
between other types of section where the route is not PR sensitive or densely populated where
timing will be to the minute. No time penalty will apply for late arrival except for adding
towards maximum lateness. Time make-up is limited to the amount shown on the timecard.
TTCs will be manned.
7. Check Points (CP) – sited within a Regularity section and with timing to the second. Time
make-up is not allowed. Competitors are not required to stop at a CP. The competitors timecard and/or route instructions will indicate how many CPs there are within a particular
Regularity section. CPs will be unmanned.
8. Regularity Time Controls (RTC) – Sited at the end of a Regularity section and with timing to
the minute. Time make-up is not allowed.
RTCs may be manned or unmanned. Competitors must wait for at least 2 seconds for time to
be recorded
At a manned Main, Standard, Neutral & Transport Time Controls, the marshal will advise the
competitor of the time shown on their App.
Some time controls may be manned. Where this occurs, an approach warning board will precede
the control.

18. Entries
The entry list opens at 1900 on Saturday, 31st July and closes for seeding at 1900 on Tuesday, 31st
August 2021.
All entries must be made on-line and be accompanied by the entry fee of £80.00, from August 14th
entry fee will be £90.00.
All entries must be made online using the Web Entry system below. Only fully completed entry
forms will be accepted. The use of TBA, a full stop, a single letter or similar for a name, address or
car will not be accepted.
Web Entry Form: https://rally.sapphire-solutions.co.uk/register.php?sitename=mms
By registering as a competitor, you agree to the current Motorsport UK Pre-Event Declaration.
Payment is to be made by BACS. Payment details will be sent to accepted entries and must be made
within 5 days.
All entries will be considered on a first come, first served basis. Entries will not be officially accepted
until full payment is received and then subject to the Interclub/Clubmans entry acceptance
procedure detailed below.
The combined maximum entry is 50 and the minimum 25. The maximum entry for the Clubmans
event is 12. The minimum for any class is 3. Should any of the above figures not be reached then
the organisers reserve the right to either cancel the event, amalgamate classes or revise entry sizes
between events as necessary.
Any cancellation must be received in writing; entries cancelled prior to the closing date will be
refunded in full. After the closing date, fees will be refunded at the organiser’s discretion.

19. Insurance
Vehicles must have Insurance in place which provides as a minimum, Third Party Liability cover that
complies with the Road Traffic Act. This can be either, by extending an existing motor policy to cover
the event, or, by purchasing additional cover as an adjunct to an existing motor policy. If a
competitor uses an extension to an existing policy, they will be required to sign a declaration that
the cover complies with the requirements of the Road Traffic Act. Any responsibility for a fraudulent
or misleading declaration about existing cover lies with the competitor. If a competitor wishes
purchase additional cover via the organisers, then they can do so prior to the event providing they
comply with the following.






Age 19 years or over
Has held a full licence for a minimum of 6 months
Has no more than 6 points on their licence
Has had no more than 1 fault claim in the last 3 years
The vehicle must hold a valid MOT Cert and Road Tax, unless exempt from doing so

Anyone aged less than 19 years old will also be accepted at the same price should their co-driver be
a more senior member of their family or over 25.
Any competitor who falls outside these parameters may be offered cover at equivalent terms or an
agreed price, if approval from Reis Motorsport Insurance has been obtained by the event organisers,
prior to the event.
Additional cover provided by this scheme is only effective whilst the vehicle is actively competing in
the event and remains under the control or direction of the event organiser(s). Cover will cease
immediately if you are precluded, disqualified or retire from the event.
The Event Organiser’s RTA scheme is provided by Reis Motorsport Insurance and underwritten
Markerstudy Insurance Services Limited. Reis Motorsport Insurance is a trading name of the
Insurance Factory Limited. Insurance Factory Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (No 306164). Registered in England and Wales number 02982445 at 45
Westerham Road, Bessels Green, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN13 2QB.
Markerstudy Insurance Services Limited registered in England and Wales (No 2135730) is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (No 475572)
REIS insurance policy number: N1783 0003602
The standard premium for REIS cover on this event is £25.
Reis Motorsport Insurance
Unit 4 Wheatcroft Business Park
Landmere Lane
Edwalton
Nottingham
NG12 4DG
T: 0115 965 1020 F: 0115 965 1021 E: contact@reis.co.uk W: www.reis.co.uk

20. Marshals
As with all road rallies, the successful running of the event is dependent on large numbers of
marshals. The Mercian does not exercise a ‘no marshal, no start’ rule. However, you are urged to

encourage members of your home club to come and assist – it may be your club needing help next
time! If you can bring a marshal, could you please let the Chief Marshal know.
All marshals must register on-line including those members in a group. If you are marshalling in a
group, please indicate this in the General Notes section.
Marshals will not be allowed to register on the night.
Marshals Sign-on: https://rally.sapphire-solutions.co.uk/marshalreg.php?sitename=mms
It is a requirement that at least one marshal at a control will require a smart phone with RallyAppLive
installed. RallyAppLive is free and can be download from the App Stores.
By registering as a marshal, you agree to the current Motorsport UK Pre-Event Declaration.
There will be a free breakfast for all marshals.

21. Awards
Interclub:
1st Overall
Mercian Trophy & Awards to Driver and Navigator
1st in Class A
Awards to Driver and Navigator
1st in Class B
Awards to Driver and Navigator
st
1 All “Mercia Motor Sports” Crew Awards to Driver and Navigator
Clubman’s:
1st Overall
1st in Class C
1st in Class D

Awards to Driver and Navigator
Awards to Driver and Navigator, subject to 3 or more Class entries
Awards to Driver and Navigator, subject to 3 or more Class entries

A crewmember may only win one award other than Best prepared Car award.
The Trophies will remain the property of the Mercia Motor Sports and are to be held by the
recipients for no more than eleven months or until requested by the club, whichever is sooner.
Awards to be held in perpetuity by the winners.

22. Officials
Clerks of the Course
Assistant CoC
Secretary of the Meeting
Timekeeper
Entries Secretary

Adam Rubidge
Nigel Evans
Rob Walter
Jim Male
Cyril Loman

Chief Marshals
Sponsorship Co-ordinator
Stewards
Scrutineers

Nigel Tuckey
TBA
TBA
Dave Jones
Chris Gwynn
TBA
TBA

Environmental Scrutineer (Noise)
Driving Standards Observers

rob-walter@ntlworld.com
c.a.r.l@btinternet.com
54 Ettington Close
Wellesbourne
Warwick CV35 9RJ
Nigel.Tuckey@gmail.com

Webmaster
PR, Social Media
Covid Officer

Dave Barratt
Chris Valentine
TBA

Please DO NOT phone officials after 9:00pm

23. Judges of Fact
All marshals and officials will be deemed Noise Judges of Fact and are empowered to withhold
the time of competitors whose car is making excessive noise.

24. Driving Standards Observers
RallyAppLive will be monitoring competitors at Give Ways. Competitors who fail to stop for at least
2 seconds at a GIVE WAY will be penalised.
Driving Standards Observers will be appointed to adjudicate the following: Excessive Noise (observed during the event).
Excessive Speed.
Driving in a manner likely to bring Motor Sport into disrepute.

25. Noise/Sound
The Organisers will establish at least two checks for the purpose of observing noise. A check prior
to the start with noise meter will prohibit cars recording over 98dB(A) at 0.5 metres at 2/3 max.
engine r.p.m. from starting. This test will be in accordance with R4. A further noise check, using a
noise meter, will be carried out during the event by a Driving Standards Observer / Judge. They shall
have the authority to penalise competitors on the spot and the findings of their observations shall
be specified in the results whether or not any competitors have been disqualified.

26. Final Instructions
Final Instructions having the same power as these SR’s will be emailed to competitors on Tuesday,
14th September 2021. Seeding will take place on Monday, 13th September 2021.

27. Results
To qualify as a finisher, competitors must have visited all Main Time Controls within their maximum
lateness, passed Damage Scrutineering; completed their Damage Declaration Form on RallyAppLive;
and finished, with the same crew, in the car they started in (R15.1, R15.1.1 & 2).
Competitors who retire are still required to complete their Damage Declaration Form on
RallyAppLive within 72 hours. Failure to do so may result in a fine of up to £100 (R15.1.3).
Results will be live and can be viewed at the finish venue and in RallyAppLive in accordance with
D26.1.2 in due consideration of D26.1.4. Protests must be lodged in accordance with C5 Protests
in accordance with C6 Appeals.
Final results will be available in RallyAppLive and sent to competitors by e-mail.

28. Photography
M & H Photography will be the official photographer.

29. Navigation
CAR

GT

Consider all roads. The correct route might use yellow, brown, green, red or
white roads.
Coloured roads only. Use only yellow, brown, green or red roads to follow the
correct route (therefore do not use white roads).
Long way round a grass triangle.

< GT

LWR Grass triangle on the left.

GT >

LWR Grass triangle on the right.

NAM
< NAM

Not as map feature - follow the written instruction such as ‘around cone in
gateway’.
LWR NAM on the left.

NAM >

LWR NAM on the right.

GW

Give Way junction.

GW on exit

Give Way on exit from GT or NAM as you re-join the intended road.

PCA, PCB etc

Passage Control (manned) or Route Check (unmanned with code board).

___

(Solid line) denotes a coloured road in the navigation.

-----

(Dashed line) denotes a white road in the navigation. Whites are only shown
where used or to clarify the location of other whites.
At the following instruction or map reference.

CRO

@
LOOK?

W 123 456 E

An instruction requiring particularly close inspection of the map as the detail is
hard to spot and may otherwise be easily overlooked. Usually, a hard to spot
road junction near buildings.
Map Reference to be approached from the West and departed to the East.

VIA

Something on the map your route must pass through.

Continue

Keep going on the same road until you get to the next instruction, control or
check.

!!CARE or !!

A potential hazard on the route where you should take extra caution.

QUIET! or Q!

An area of the route requiring special consideration. This is in addition to any
Q boards.

Examples of the type of navigation to be used. These will only take the form of tulips, map
references and GT / Not as Map (NAM) instructions. Both examples map 152.

30. MSUK RallyAppLive waiver

